Abstract. Computational topology is a young, emerging field of mathematics that seeks out practical algorithmic methods for solving complex and fundamental problems in geometry and topology. It draws on a wide variety of techniques from across pure mathematics (including topology, differential geometry, combinatorics, algebra, and discrete geometry), as well as applied mathematics and theoretical computer science. In turn, solutions to these problems have a wide-ranging impact: already they have enabled significant progress in the core area of geometric topology, introduced new methods in applied mathematics, and yielded new insights into the role that topology has to play in fundamental problems surrounding computational complexity.
Introduction by the Organisers
The workshop Computational Geometric and Algebraic Topology, organised by Benjamin Burton, Herbert Edelsbrunner, Jeff Erickson and Stephan Tillmann was held 11-17 October 2015. The meeting was well attended with 53 participants from 13 different countries. Besides the 25 lectures, many given by young and emerging researchers, the program included two evening sessions on mathematical software and an evening session on open problems.
The aim of the workshop was to bring together the following three branches of computational topology:
• algorithmic 3-manifold and knot theory, which seeks practical solutions to the core algorithmic problems that have driven low-dimensional topology, such as testing whether two 3-manifolds are homeomorphic, or whether two knots in R 3 are isotopic; • persistent homology, which developed into a key theory, extending traditional homology to facilitate effective topological data analysis to extract structure from noisy, incomplete, or sampled data; • surfaces and graph embeddings, which have been a fertile breeding ground both for powerful algorithmic tools to attack natural topological problems in several different areas of computing, and for deep structural theorems about minor-closed families of graphs.
These branches have developed relatively independently. In recent years, however, they have intersected more frequently in both mathematics and computer science settings and their scope extends even further. For instance, persistent homology cannot be clearly classified as pure or applied mathematics, but nevertheless it clearly owes its existence to motivations from applications. It gives evidence to the broader claim that all of mathematics finds its justifications in a network of connections and applications, only that some paths are longer than others.
Bringing together key people from all three branches, in a setting that allows for expository talks, detailed research talks, a flexible programme and significant time for informal discussions resulted in a stimulating workshop, where much informal interaction, and many fruitful discussions developed between mathematicians who had just met for the first time. Throughout the programme, we included talks giving a high-level overview from experts in each of the three main branches of computational topology, so that participants from other branches become familiar with the central ideas (see the talks by Schleimer, Wang, Colin de Verdière and Bubenik). In the more specialised talks, common themes resonated throughout the week, as witnessed by the follwing examples:
• The study of surfaces is a classical, but extremely active field due to the ubiquity of Riemann surfaces. Algorithms for surfaces or discretisations of geometric properties of surfaces featured in talks by Chambers, Thurston, Sidiropoulos, Krane and Bell.
• Triangulation provide frameworks to do computational geometry and topology on spaces. We saw different approaches to estimate minimal number of simplices, or to build natural triangulations, in talks by Eckmann, Joswig, Spreer and Sharygin.
• The problem of embedding complexes in manifolds is also a classical topic, and new approaches and results were discussed by de Mesmay and U. Wagner.
• With computational advances, questions about statistical patterns in the study of invariants of objects taken from a suitable sample space become amenable to systematic study. This was addressed for knots by Dunfield and Hass and for configuration spaces by Kahle.
• The talks by Hiraoka, Knudson, Robins, Scolamiero, Pokorny, Carstens and H. Wagner on topics in persistent homology highlighted the breadth of mathematical areas with which computational topology interacts. Computational topology is rooted in mathematics-its algorithms build upon deep and sophisticated mathematical theories, and its software tools now play an important role in modern mathematical research. For example, the software package SnapPea, introduced over 20 years ago, has had an enormous impact on 3-manifold theory through allowing researchers to explore and study in depth concrete examples of hyperbolic 3-manifolds. More recently, the software package Regina has been used to resolve Thurston's 30-year-old conjecture on the WeberSeifert space through a combination of new topological theory and computerassisted proof. Software tools are now beginning to penetrate 4-manifold topology, where they are already proving useful despite the abundance of theoretically undecidable problems in this area. See computop.org for a rich variety of additional examples.
The workshop had a computational focus, and the invitees included lead developers of several important topological software packages, which were presented in the software presentations. This gave developers the opportunity to shared experiences, difficulties and technical constraints that they have encountered and overcome through the development of their software. Short descriptions of the software presented in these sessions are included in this report.
Computational topology proved to be an appealing new topic for an Oberwolfach workshop. It forges links between mathematics and computer science, and between different branches of pure and applied mathematics. It also relates directly to two of the seven Clay Millennium problems (the Poincaré conjecture, and P-vs-NP). It is clear that the major open problems in each of the three fields require input from a broad base of mathematical expertise, and workshops such as this generate an excellent creative environment for generating progress on these problems. 
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